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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a casting apparatus for obtaining desired castings with a gas-permeable casting mold, and a method for producing a casting using it.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] To produce castings by gravity pouring (hereinafter also called “pouring”), a gas-permeable casting mold composed of sand particles (so-called sand mold) is most generally used. With such a gas-permeable casting mold, a gas (generally air) remaining in a cavity of a particular shape is pushed out of the cavity by a metal melt (hereinafter also called “melt”), and the melt is formed into a casting having substantially the same shape as the cavity. The cavity of the casting mold generally includes a sprue, a runner, a feeder and a product-forming cavity, into which a melt is supplied in this order. In the conventional technologies, when a melt head in the sprue becomes high enough to fill a product-forming cavity, the pouring of the melt is finished.

[0003] A solidified melt forms a casting integrally extending from the sprue to the runner, the feeder and the product-forming cavity. The feeder is not an unnecessary portion for obtaining sound castings, while the sprue and the runner are merely paths for a melt to reach the product-forming cavity, which need not be filled with the melt. Thus, as long as a melt filling the sprue and the runner is solidified, drastic improvement in a pouring yield cannot be expected. In the case of castings integrally having unnecessary portions, considerable numbers of steps are needed to separate cast products from unnecessary portions, resulting in low production efficiency. Accordingly, the sprue and the runner pose large problems in increasing efficiency in gravity casting.

[0004] Recently, a revolutionary method for solving the above problems has been proposed by JP 2007-75862 A and JP 2010-269345 A. To fill a desired cavity portion, part of a cavity in a gas-permeable casting mold, this method pours a metal melt into the cavity by gravity in a volume smaller than that of an entire casting mold cavity and substantially equal to that of the desired cavity portion; supplies a compressed gas to the cavity through a sprue before the melt fills the desired cavity portion; and then solidifies the melt filling the desired cavity portion. By this method, it is expected to make it substantially unnecessary to fill a sprue and a runner with a melt, because pressure to be obtained by the melt head height is given by the compressed gas.

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

[0005] As a result of reviewing the method described in JP 2007-75862 A and JP 2010-269345 A, the inventors have found that necessary switching from a gravity-pouring step to a gas-blowing step is not well timed, resulting in stagnant melt supply to the product-forming cavity, and thus likely providing products with cold shut, pull down, and other defects. To avoid problems due to such stagnation of melt supply, a casting apparatus is required to conduct such switching as quickly as possible. However, any specific structures and operations therefor have not been proposed yet.

[0006] Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide a casting apparatus capable of quickly switching from a gravity-pouring step to a gas-blowing step, and a method for producing a casting using it.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0007] As a result of intensive research in view of the above object, the inventors have found that the above problem can be solved by placing a gas-ejecting member at a position just above a tubular portion of a sprue at least at the end of pouring of the melt, and simply moving it downward after the pouring of the melt ends, thereby connecting the gas-ejecting member to the sprue. The present invention has been completed based on such finding.

[0008] Thus, the casting apparatus of the present invention for producing a casting by pouring a metal melt into a gas-permeable casting mold by gravity, comprises:

- a gas-permeable casting mold comprising a cavity including a sprue composed of a tubular portion and a cup portion having a larger diameter than that of the tubular portion to receive the metal melt, a runner constituting a flow path of the metal melt supplied through the sprue, and a product-forming cavity to be filled with the metal melt sent through the runner;
- a means for pouring the metal melt into the sprue by gravity;
- a gas-blowing unit comprising a gas-ejecting member to be connected to the sprue; and
- a mechanism for moving the gas-ejecting member; characterized in that the casting apparatus further comprises a means (100) for detecting a surface of the metal melt residing in the sprue, and outputting the detected signal; and a gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means for receiving the signal output from the melt-surface-detecting means, and driving the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism to move the gas-ejecting member according to the signal, the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism capable of placing the gas-ejecting member at a position just above the tubular portion and not interfering with gravity pouring of the metal melt, and moving it downward for connection to the tubular portion; and the gas-blowing unit for blowing a gas to fill the product-forming cavity with the metal melt.

[0009] The gas-ejecting member is preferably to be
The gas-ejecting member is preferably to be placed by the above mechanism such that its gas-ejecting port is below the upper edge of the cup portion.

The gas-ejecting member is preferably placed such that its gas-ejecting port comes into contact with the melt residing in the cup portion.

The gas-ejecting member is preferably placed such that its gas-ejecting port is below the upper edge of the cup portion.

In the method of the present invention, the gas-ejecting member is preferably placed such that its gas-ejecting port is below the upper edge of the cup portion.

The gas-ejecting member is preferably placed such that its gas-ejecting port comes into contact with the melt residing in the cup portion.

The method of the present invention preferably comprises the steps of placing a stream of the melt, which is poured from a pouring means, at a position just above or near the tubular portion at an early stage of the pouring step, and moving the melt stream away therefrom within a region of the cup portion at an late stage of the pouring step.

The method of the present invention preferably comprises a means for detecting a surface of the melt residing in the sprue and outputting the detected signal; and a gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means for receiving the output signal from the melt-surface-detecting means, and driving the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism to move the gas-ejecting member according to the signal.

The casting apparatus of the present invention preferably comprises a means for detecting a surface of the melt residing in the sprue and outputting the detected signal; and a gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means for receiving the output signal from the melt-surface-detecting means, and driving the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism to move the gas-ejecting member according to the signal.

The casting apparatus of the present invention preferably comprises a means for detecting a surface of the melt residing in the sprue and outputting the detected signal; and a gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means for receiving the output signal from the melt-surface-detecting means, and driving the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism to move the gas-ejecting member according to the signal.

The pouring means preferably enables a melt stream to move between a position just above or near the tubular portion and a position away from the tubular portion within a region of the cup portion.

The cup portion preferably extends in one direction from the tubular portion. Such a cup portion preferably has a racetrack shape, and preferably becomes gradually shallower as separating from the tubular portion.

The cup portion preferably extends in one direction from the tubular portion. Such a cup portion preferably has a racetrack shape, and preferably becomes gradually shallower as separating from the tubular portion.

The cup portion preferably extends in one direction from the tubular portion. Such a cup portion preferably has a racetrack shape, and preferably becomes gradually shallower as separating from the tubular portion.

The gas-ejecting member is preferably a tapered nozzle capable of being inserted into the tubular portion.

The gas-ejecting member is preferably a tapered nozzle capable of being inserted into the tubular portion.

The gas-ejecting member is preferably a tapered nozzle capable of being inserted into the tubular portion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view showing an example of the casting apparatus of the present invention.

Fig. 2(a) is a plan view showing another example of a cup portion of the casting apparatus.

Fig. 2(b) is a cross-sectional view showing another example of a cup portion of the casting apparatus.

Fig. 3(a) is a plan view showing a further example of a cup portion of the casting apparatus.

Fig. 3(b) is a cross-sectional view showing a further example of a cup portion of the casting apparatus.

Fig. 4(a) is a plan view showing a further example of a cup portion of the casting apparatus.

Fig. 4(b) is a cross-sectional view a further example of a cup portion of the casting apparatus.

Fig. 5(a) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus of the present invention at an early stage of the pouring step.

Fig. 5(b) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus of the present invention at a late stage of the pouring step.

Fig. 5(c) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus of the present invention where a gas-blowing nozzle is connected after pouring ends.

Fig. 5(d) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus of the present invention where a gas is blown into a cavity.

Fig. 6 is a schematic view showing a method of controlling a melt-surface-detecting means and a gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism.

Fig. 7(a) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus in Embodiment 1 at an early stage of the pouring step.

Fig. 7(b) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus in Embodiment 1 at a late stage of the pouring step.

Fig. 7(c) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus in Embodiment 1 where a gas-blowing nozzle is connected after pouring ends.

Fig. 7(d) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus in Embodiment 1 where a gas is blown into a cavity.

Fig. 8(a) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus in Embodiment 2 at an early stage of the pouring step.

Fig. 8(b) is a schematic cross-sectional view showing the casting apparatus in Embodiment 2 at a late stage of the pouring step.
In conventional gravity-casting, melt supply, if any, should end in a short period of time. However, in casting in which a gravity-pouring step is followed by a gas-blowing step, the stagnation of melt supply into the product-forming cavity can be prevented by connecting the gas-blowing nozzle after pouring ends. Such a structure can shorten the stagnation of melt supply into the product-forming cavity. The present invention will be explained in detail below.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

**[0020]** In conventional gravity-casting, melt supply would not stagnate unless a casting apparatus, etc. were malfunctioned, because a sufficient amount of a melt is poured into a product-forming cavity by gravity. On the other hand, in casting in which a gravity-pouring step is followed by a gas-blowing step, as proposed by JP 2007-75862 A and JP 2010-269345 A, the stagnation of melt supply, if any, should end in a short period of time while switching the steps, to avoid the deterioration of product quality.

**[0021]** In view of this, the casting apparatus of the present invention comprises a gas-blowing unit placed at a position just above a sprue and not interfering with a pouring means at least during gravity-pouring, such that the gas-blowing unit can be quickly connected to the sprue after pouring ends. Such a structure can shorten the stagnation of melt supply into the product-forming cavity. The present invention will be explained in detail below.

**[0022]** The casting apparatus of the present invention for producing a casting by pouring a metal melt into a gas-permeable casting mold by gravity, comprises:

- a gas-permeable casting mold comprising a cavity including a sprue composed of a tubular portion and a cup portion having a larger diameter than that of the tubular portion to receive the metal melt, a runner constituting a flow path of the metal melt supplied through the sprue, and a product-forming cavity to be filled with the metal melt sent through the runner; a means for pouring the metal melt into the sprue by gravity;
- a gas-blowing unit comprising a gas-ejecting member to be connected to the sprue; and
- a mechanism for moving the gas-ejecting member in a vertical direction, or in vertical and horizontal directions;
- a means (100) for detecting a surface of the metal melt residing in the sprue, and outputting the detected signal; and a gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means for receiving the signal output from the melt-surface-detecting means, and driving the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism to move the gas-ejecting member according to the signal, the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism capable of placing the gas-ejecting member at a position just above the tubular portion and not interfering with gravity pouring of the metal melt, and moving it downward for connection to the tubular portion; and
- the gas-blowing unit for blowing a gas to fill the product-forming cavity with the metal melt.

**[0023]** As shown in Fig. 1, for example, the casting apparatus of the present invention comprises a gas-blowing unit 1 having a gas-blowing nozzle (gas-ejecting member) 1a, a ladle (pouring means) 2, and a casting mold (gas-permeable casting mold) 3. The casting mold 3 with an upper flask 3a and a lower flask 3b combined is placed on a bottom board 3c. A casting mold cavity 4 is composed of a sprue 5 comprising a cup portion 5a and a tubular portion 5b to constitute a flow path of the melt, a runner 6, a feeder 7, and a product-forming cavity 8. In Embodiment 1, the desired cavity 9 to be filled with the metal melt is composed of the product-forming cavity 8 and the feeder 7. The feeder 7 may be omitted, if unnecessary.
The gas-permeable casting mold for producing a casting by pouring the metal melt by gravity comprises a cavity including a sprue into which the metal melt is poured, a runner constituting a flow path of the metal melt supplied through the sprue, and a product-forming cavity to be filled with the melt sent through the runner. The cavity may include a feeder, if necessary.

The gas-permeable casting mold is generally formed by sand particles such as a green sand mold, a shell mold and a self-hardening mold, and may be formed by ceramic or metal particles. The gas-permeable casting mold could be formed by materials having substantially no gas permeability, such as gypsum, if gas-permeable materials were mixed, or partially gas-permeable materials were used to have sufficient gas permeability. Even a mold made of a material having no gas permeability at all, such as a metal die, can be used as a gas-permeable casting mold, when gas permeability is given by gas-flowing holes such as vents.

The sprue comprises a tubular portion constituting a flow path to the runner, and a cup portion having a larger diameter than that of the tubular portion to receive the metal melt poured from the pouring means. That is, the cup portion has a larger opening than that of the tubular portion. With such a cup portion having a larger opening, the sprue can receive the melt poured from the pouring means by gravity, even when the pouring means retreats from an operation range of the gas-blowing unit, thereby efficiently pouring the melt into the sprue by gravity until pouring ends. When a more melt than flowing down through the tubular portion is poured from the pouring means, the cup portion acts as a temporary storage of the melt, especially at an early stage of the pouring step, thereby preventing the melt from overflowing the casting mold.

The cup portion having a larger opening than the tubular portion has such a shape as a bowl-like, conical, pyramidal, truncated conical, or truncated pyramidal shape. With the cup portion having a large opening, the pouring means can retreat to a wide area. In the simplest apparatus permitting the pouring means to move in one direction as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), however, the cup portion 5c preferably extends in a direction in which the pouring means moves from the tubular portion 5b.

The cup portion may be generally formed by rotating a flat sprue cutter having a U-shaped edge. Such a sprue cutter can easily form a bowl-like or conical shape, which may be laterally stretched. For instance, by moving the sprue cutter for forming a cup-like recess laterally from the upper end of the tubular portion, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), it is possible to form a race-track-shaped cup portion 5d having such a shape that two bowl-like or conical recesses 14a, 14b are combined. As shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the cup portion 5e may become gradually shallower as separating from the tubular portion, so that the melt can enter the tubular portion more quickly.

The pouring means may be a ladle, a pouring pipe, a pouring gutter, etc. For quick switching from a gravity-pouring step to a gas-blowing step, a gas-ejecting member described below should be able to be moved downward and connected to the sprue, immediately after pouring ends. To this end, the pouring means should not interfere with the gas-ejecting member to be connected to the tubular portion at least in the connecting step. That is, the pouring means should retreat from an operation range of the gas-ejecting member until pouring ends. The pouring means is more preferably located at a position away from an operation range of the gas-ejecting member before and during the pouring step.

The melt may be poured from the pouring means, for instance, by (a) pouring the melt to the tubular portion or its vicinity in the entire period of the pouring step; (b) pouring the melt to the tubular portion or its vicinity at an early stage of the pouring step, and then moving a stream of the melt away therefrom at a late stage of the pouring step; or (c) pouring the melt to a position away from the tubular portion in the cup portion having a larger opening, since an early stage of the pouring step. The pouring position of the melt can be controlled, for instance, by adjusting a tilt angle of the ladle used as the pouring means, or by using a pouring-means-moving unit described below.

Although the process (a) can most efficiently have the melt flow into the tubular portion, it may bring a melt stream into contact with the gas-ejecting member brought close to the tubular portion, thereby splashing the melt around, likely resulting in lower safety and short-age of the melt flowing into the tubular portion. Although the process (c) can place the gas-ejecting member close to the tubular portion at the early stage, it is less efficient in flowing the melt into the tubular portion than the processes (a) and (b). In addition, it inevitably brings all the melt into contact with an inner surface of the cup portion since an early stage of the pouring step, resulting in increase in damages of the cup portion due to the melt, inclusion of foreign matters, oxidation of the melt, etc. Accordingly, the process (b) is preferable because it has sufficient efficiency in flowing the melt into the tubular portion, without bringing the melt stream into contact with the gas-ejecting member brought close to the tubular portion.

As described above, the casting apparatus preferably comprises a pouring-means-moving unit, as a unit for moving the pouring means away from an operation range of the gas-ejecting member until pouring ends, and/or as a unit for placing the melt stream at a position just above or near the tubular portion at an early stage.
of the pouring step, and then appropriately moving it away therefrom within the cup portion at a late stage of the pouring step. This pouring-means-moving unit can move the pouring means away from an operation range of the gas-blowing unit until pouring ends, making it possible to quickly move the gas-ejecting member downward for connection to the tubular portion after pouring ends, thereby suppressing melt splashing due to the contact of the melt stream with the gas-ejecting member, damages of the cup portion due to the melt, inclusion of foreign matters, and oxidation of the melt.

A simple method of moving the pouring means in one direction (horizontal direction) from the tubular portion is preferable.

(4) Gas-blowing unit

The gas-blowing unit comprises a gas flow generator and a gas-ejecting member having a portion to be connected to the sprue. The gas-ejecting member is placed at a position just above the tubular portion and not interfering with gravity pouring from the pouring means, by a gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism described below; and then moved downward for connection to the tubular portion after the pouring ends. Subsequently, a gas is blown from the gas flow generator to push the melt into the product-forming cavity.

The gas flow generator may be a fan, a blower, etc. for supplying a gas flow, a compressor for generating a compressed gas flow, etc. The compressed gas is preferable because it can uniformly push the melt with larger pressure.

While the entire gas-blowing unit may be moved for connection to the sprue, only part of the gas-blowing unit, a gas-ejecting member, is preferably moved by the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism described below. This makes it possible to connect the gas-ejecting member to the sprue, to introduce the gas blown from the gas-blowing unit into the casting mold, and to efficiently fill the desired cavity with the poured melt, with lower energy in a shorter period of time than when the entire gas-blowing unit is moved.

The gas-ejecting member of the gas-blowing unit is preferably a nozzle. Fit into the sprue, the nozzle can be quickly connected to the sprue without gas leak. The nozzle preferably has a tapered side surface for easy fitting. When the sprue has a tapered side wall, the nozzle can be surely fit into the sprue.

Because the gas-ejecting member is exposed to a high-temperature melt, it is preferably made of refractory materials, graphite; alumina-graphite, silicon nitride, sialon, etc.

Though not restrictive, the gas used in the present invention may be air from the aspect of cost, or a non-oxidizing gas such as argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide from the aspect of preventing the oxidation of the melt. Together with the gas, a cooling medium such as mist to accelerate cooling, or sold materials such as refractory particles as shown in JP 2010-269345 A to shut the runner off, may be supplied.

(5) Gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism

With the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism, the gas-ejecting member, which is at a position just above the tubular portion and not interfering with gravity pouring from the pouring means at least during the pouring step, is moved downward for connection to the tubular portion. The gas-ejecting member is connected to the sprue, for instance, by three steps of (i) placing the gas-ejecting member at a position just above the tubular portion of the sprue and not interfering with gravity pouring from the pouring means, (ii) bringing it close to the sprue, and (iii) connecting it to the tubular portion. A time required for each step (i) to (iii) should be shortened to quickly switch the gravity-pouring step to the gas-blowing step.

At least at the end of pouring, the gas-ejecting member should be placed at a position just above the tubular portion of the sprue and not interfering with gravity pouring from the pouring means, as shown in Fig. 1. Before the pouring step begins or at an early stage of the pouring step, the gas-ejecting member may be placed at a position horizontally away from the tubular portion 5b of the sprue 5 as shown in Fig. 5(a), and then moved to a position just above the tubular portion 5b of the sprue and not interfering with gravity pouring of the metal melt as shown in Fig. 5(b).

"Placing the gas-ejecting member at a position just above the tubular portion 5b" means that the gas-blowing nozzle (gas-ejecting member) 1a is stopped at an arbitrary vertical position above the tubular portion 5b for a certain period of time or for a moment (not excluding direction change from a horizontal direction to a vertical direction, vertical direction change, etc.), or slightly moving to follow a melt surface, etc. Hereinafter, these variations may be simply called "placing."

The gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed at a position horizontally away from the tubular portion 5b of the sprue 5, before the pouring step begins, or at an early stage of the pouring step; moved to a position just above the tubular portion 5b and not interfering with gravity pouring of the metal melt during pouring [Fig. 5(b)]; and then moved downward for connection to the tubular portion 5b of the sprue 5 after pouring ends [Fig. 5(c)], to connect the gas-blowing nozzle 1a to the sprue 5, as described above.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 1, in a case where the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed at a position just above the tubular portion of the sprue 5 and not being prevented from moving downward by the pouring means before the pouring step begins, it is moved downward directly from the upper position for connection to the tubular portion 5b of the sprue 5 after pouring ends. The gas-blowing nozzle 1a may be moved downward during the pouring step. Such an operation of moving the gas-
To shorten a time required for the step (ii) where steps (i) and (ii), thereby saving a time.

To shorten a time required for the step (ii) where the gas-ejecting member is brought close to the sprue, the gas-ejecting member is preferably placed such that its gas-ejecting port is below the upper edge of the cup portion. This makes the gas-ejecting member of the gas-blowing unit close to the tubular portion, thereby saving a time to connect the gas-blowing unit to the tubular portion. In this case, the gas-ejecting member of the gas-blowing unit may be moved downward to follow a lowering melt surface, as the melt pooled in the cup portion flows down into the tubular portion during the pouring step.

The gas-ejecting member at a position away from the tubular portion of the sprue may be first horizontally moved to a position just above the tubular portion of the sprue during the pouring step, and then moved downward to a position such that its gas-ejecting port is below the upper edge of the cup portion; or may be directly moved to a position at which its gas-ejecting port is below the upper edge of the cup portion.

The "during the pouring step" used herein means a time period from the beginning of pouring the melt from the pouring means to the cup portion of the sprue to the end of flowing the melt in the cup portion into the tubular portion. The term "the end of flowing the melt in the cup portion into the tubular portion" means a time at which the flowing of a sufficient melt to fill the product-forming cavity into the tubular portion is completed, though the melt may remain in the cup portion.

The gas-ejecting port of the gas-ejecting member preferably comes into contact with the melt in the cup portion, making the gas-ejecting member close to the tubular portion, thereby shortening a time required for the step (ii). In this case, the gas-ejecting port may enter the melt in the cup portion. To prevent the melt from intruding into the gas-ejecting member through the gas-ejecting port, the gas-blowing unit may blow a gas during the pouring step.

To place the gas-ejecting member close to the melt in the cup portion, the casting apparatus comprises a means for detecting the melt surface in the sprue and outputting the detected signal; and a gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means for receiving output signal from the melt-surface-detecting means, and driving a gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism to move the gas-ejecting member according to the signal. With the melt-surface-detecting means and the gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means, the gas-ejecting member can be automatically positioned to keep a proper distance between the gas-ejecting member and the melt, even if the melt in the cup portion has a varying surface, which is unavoidable in mass production that the melt is continuously poured by gravity into a plurality of gas-permeable casting molds.

The gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means is, for instance, a robot comprising, as shown in Fig. 6, a computer 101 including an AD converter for digitizing a signal sent from a melt-surface-detecting means 100, a memory for storing digitized information, various set values, an arithmetic processing program, etc., and a CPU for arithmetically processing various information according to the program; and a gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism 11 driven by an electric motor, an oil pressure, an air pressure, etc. under the control of the computer 101. The melt-surface-detecting means 100 may be a non-contact detecting means such as a visible-light or infrared camera, a laser displacement gauge, etc.; or a contact-detecting means such as a melt-surface-detecting rod, etc. The signal of the melt level measured by the melt-surface-detecting means 100 is transmitted to the computer 101, which determines the position of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a according to the information of the melt level, and then commands the gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means to place the gas-blowing nozzle 1a at that position.

The casting apparatus of the present invention comprising the melt-surface-detecting means and the gas-ejecting-member-position-controlling means can conduct the following operations automatically.

One example is that when the detected melt surface at a position just above the tubular portion becomes below the opening of the tubular portion, the gas-ejecting member is automatically moved downward for connection to the tubular portion.

Another example is that the gas-ejecting port of the gas-ejecting member is controlled to closely follow a lowering surface of the melt in the cup portion without contact, during the pouring step. This example is preferable because the gas-ejecting member is placed at a position just above and very close to the tubular portion while avoiding direct contact with the high-temperature melt, so that it can be connected to the sprue in an extremely short period of time after pouring ends.

(1) Embodiments

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the casting apparatus in Embodiment 1 comprises a gas-blowing unit 1 having a gas-blowing nozzle (gas-ejecting member) 1a, a mechanism 11 for moving the gas-blowing nozzle 1a in vertical and horizontal directions, a ladle (pouring means) 2, and a casting mold (gas-permeable casting mold) 3. The casting mold 3 with an upper flask 3a and a lower flask 3b combined is placed on a bottom board 3c. A casting mold cavity 4 is composed of a sprue 5 comprising a cup portion 5a and a tubular portion 5b to constitute a flow path of the melt, a runner 6, a feeder 7, and a product-forming cavity 8. In Embodiment 1, the desired cavity 9 is composed of the product-forming cavity 8 and the feeder 7. The feeder 7 may be omitted if unnecessary. The gas-blowing nozzle 1a has a taper-free side surface, the casting mold 3 is a gas-permeable green sand mold, and the
cup portion 5a has a bowl-like shape having a diameter increasing from a center axis of the tubular portion 5b, though not restrictive.

[0055] At an early stage of the pouring step, as shown in Fig. 7(a), the ladle 2 is placed outside an operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) of the gas-blowing nozzle. The melt M is poured in the form of a stream 2a from the ladle 2 into the cup portion 5a, and then supplied to the product-forming cavity through the tubular portion 5b, the runner 6 and the feeder 7. The gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed at a position just above the tubular portion 5b and not interfering with gravity pouring of the melt M from the pouring means 2. Because the stream 2a is cast to or near the tubular portion 5b, the melt M can efficiently flow into the tubular portion 5b in a short period of time, without splashing from the cup portion 5a. It should be noted that as long as the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is located at this position at least at the end of pouring, the gas-blowing nozzle 1a may be placed at other positions at an early stage of pouring (the same is true in Embodiments 2 to 6).

[0056] Fig. 7(b) shows a state where the melt M resides in the cup portion 5a after the ladle 2 stops pouring the melt M at a late stage of the pouring step.

[0057] Immediately after the melt M in the cup portion 5a fully flows into the tubular portion 5b, as shown in Fig. 7(c), the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is moved downward by the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism 11 to be fit into the tubular portion 5b.

[0058] After connecting the gas-blowing nozzle 1a to the tubular portion 5b, as shown in Fig. 7(d), a gas G (shown by arrows) is supplied from the gas-blowing nozzle 1a of the gas-blowing unit 1 into the casting mold cavity 4, before the melt M begins to be solidified. The melt M is pushed by the gas G into the cavity 9 comprising the product-forming cavity 8.

[0059] In Embodiment 1, because the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed at a position just above the tubular portion 5b and not interfering with gravity pouring of the melt M, it can be simply moved downward for quick connection to the sprue 5.

(2) Embodiment 2

[0060] A part of the ladle 2 is within the operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) at an early stage of the pouring step in Embodiment 2, while the ladle 2 is placed outside the operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) at an early stage of the pouring step in Embodiment 1.

[0061] When a part of the ladle 2 is within the operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) as shown in Fig. 8(a), the ladle 2 retreats from the operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) by adjusting tilt angle and/or horizontal movement, until pouring ends at a late stage of the pouring step, that is, from the end of pouring the melt M from the ladle 2 to the end of flowing the melt M in the cup portion 5a into the tubular portion 5b, as shown in Fig. 8(b).

[0062] In Embodiment 2, because the ladle 2 retreats from the operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) by adjusting tilt angle and/or horizontal movement until pouring ends, the gas-blowing unit 1 can be quickly connected to the sprue 5.

(3) Embodiment 3

[0063] Embodiment 3 is the same as Embodiment 1, except that a tip end (gas-ejecting port) of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed below the upper edge of the cup portion 5a, until pouring ends at a late stage of the pouring step.

[0064] With the ladle 2 placed outside the operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) at an early stage of the pouring step, as shown in Fig. 9(a), the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is moved by the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism 11 to such a position that its tip end (gas-ejecting port) is below the upper edge of the cup portion 5a, immediately after pouring the melt M from the ladle 2 ends, and while it resides in the cup portion 5a without completely flowing into the tubular portion 5b at a late stage of the pouring step, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

[0065] Immediately after gravity-pouring ends, that is, immediately after the melt M residing in the cup portion 5a fully flows into the tubular portion 5b, as shown in Fig. 9(c), the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is moved downward by the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism 11 to be fit into the tubular portion 5b.

[0066] Because the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed at such a position that its tip end (gas-ejecting port) is below the upper edge of the cup portion 5a at least at the end of gravity-pouring, the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is close to the tubular portion 5b, thereby saving a time taken to connect the gas-blowing nozzle 1a to the tubular portion 5b.

(4) Embodiment 4

[0067] Embodiment 4 is the same as Embodiment 1, except that the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed such that its tip end (gas-ejecting port) comes into contact with the melt M in the cup portion 5a, until pouring ends at a late stage of the pouring step.

[0068] With the ladle 2 placed outside the operation range 10 (surrounded by a two-dot chain line) at an early stage of the pouring step, as shown in Fig. 10(a), the gas-blowing nozzle 1a can be moved by the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism 11, without interfering with the ladle 2, to come into contact with the melt M in the cup portion 5a. The tip end (gas-ejecting port) of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a may enter the melt M residing in the cup portion 5a.

[0069] Fig. 10(b) shows a state immediately after the ladle 2 stops pouring the melt M at a late stage of the pouring step, in which the tip end (gas-ejecting port) of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is in contact with the melt M.
portion 5b. The gas-blowing nozzle 1a may be controlled to follow a lowering surface of the melt M in the cup portion 5a, which flows into the tubular portion 5b.

[0070] Immediately after gravity-pouring ends, that is, immediately after the melt M in the cup portion 5a fully flows into the tubular portion 5b, the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is moved downward by the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism 11 to be fit into the tubular portion 5b, as shown in Fig. 11(d).

[0071] Because the stream 2a of the melt M is cast to a position away from the tubular portion 5b until the ladle 2 stops pouring the melt M, the tip end of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a can be placed below the upper edge of the cup portion 5a even during the pouring step. Therefore, the gas-blowing nozzle 1a can be quickly brought into contact with the melt M in the cup portion 5a immediately after the ladle 2 stops pouring the melt M, thereby saving a time taken to connect the gas-blowing nozzle 1a to the tubular portion 5b, as explained in Embodiments 3 and 4.

(6) Embodiment 6

[0072] Embodiment 5 is the same as Embodiment 1, except that the stream of the pouring melt M is cast to a position away from the tubular portion 5b within the cup portion 5a, and that the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is placed such that its tip end (gas-ejecting port) is below the upper edge of the cup portion 5a, or in contact with the melt M in the cup portion 5a during the pouring step.

[0073] As shown in Fig. 11(a), the casting apparatus in Embodiment 5 is the same as in Embodiment 1 shown in Fig. 7(a), except for comprising a pouring-means-moving unit 12 for moving the ladle (pouring means) 2 or adjusting a position of the stream of the melt M. The pouring-means-moving unit 12 can move the ladle 2 away from the operation range 10, so that the stream of the melt M is cast to a position away from the tubular portion 5b.

[0074] During the pouring step, as shown in Fig. 11(a), the ladle 2 is placed such that the stream 2a of the melt M is cast to or near the tubular portion 5b, like in Embodiment 1. Therefore, with splashing from the cup portion 5a suppressed, the melt M can efficiently flow into the tubular portion 5b in a short period of time.

[0075] As shown in Fig. 11(b), until the ladle 2 stops pouring the melt M, the ladle 2 is moved by the pouring-means-moving unit 12 such that the stream 2a of the melt M is cast to a position away from the tubular portion 5b, and the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is then moved to such a position that its tip end (gas-ejecting port) is below the upper edge of the cup portion 5a.

[0076] As shown in Fig. 11(c), immediately after pouring the melt M from the ladle 2 ends, and while the melt M resides in the cup portion 5a without completely flowing into the tubular portion 5b, the tip end (gas-ejecting port) of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is brought into contact with the melt M in the cup portion 5a. The gas-blowing nozzle 1a may be controlled to follow a lowering surface of the melt M remaining in the cup portion 5a, which flows into the tubular portion 5b.

[0077] Immediately after gravity-pouring ends, that is, immediately after the melt M in the cup portion 5a fully flows into the tubular portion 5b, the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is moved downward by the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism 11 to be fit into the tubular portion 5b, as shown in Fig. 11(d).

[0078] Because the stream 2a of the melt M is cast to a position away from the tubular portion 5b until the ladle 2 stops pouring the melt M, the tip end of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a can be placed below the upper edge of the cup portion 5a even during the pouring step. Therefore, the gas-blowing nozzle 1a can be quickly brought into contact with the melt M in the cup portion 5a immediately after the ladle 2 stops pouring the melt M, thereby saving a time taken to connect the -blowing nozzle 1a to the tubular portion 5b, as explained in Embodiments 3 and 4.
port) of the gas-blowing nozzle 1a is brought into contact
with the melt M in the cup portion 5e. The gas-blowing
nozzle 1a may be controlled to follow a lowering surface
of the melt M in the cup portion 5b.

Immediately after gravity-pouring ends, that is,
immediately after the melt M in the cup portion 5e fully
flows into the tubular portion 5b, the gas-blowing nozzle
1a is moved downward by the gas-ejecting-member-
moving mechanism 11 to be fit into the tubular portion
5b, as shown in Fig. 12(d).

(7) Embodiment 7

Embodiment 7 is the same as Embodiment 1
except for changing a portion of a gas-blowing nozzle 1a
connected to a sprue 5. In Embodiment 7, as shown in
Fig. 13, a tip end portion of a gas-blowing nozzle 1b has
a tapered side surface 15 to be fit into a complementarily
tapered tubular portion 5d. These structures facilitate po-
sitioning of the gas-blowing nozzle into the tubular por-
tion, thereby saving a time from the end of the gravity-
pouring step to the beginning of blowing a gas.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention, the gas-
blowing unit can be quickly connected to the sprue to
blow a gas into the cavity of the gas-permeable casting
mold after pouring ends, thereby suppressing defects
such as cold shut and pull down due to stagnation of melt
supply.

Claims

1. A casting apparatus for producing a casting by pour-
ing a metal melt into a gas-permeable casting mold
characterized in that

the casting apparatus further comprises a means (100) for detecting a surface of the metal
melt residing in the sprue, and outputting the
detected signal; and a gas-ejecting-member-
position-controlling means for receiving the sig-

2. The casting apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
the gas-ejecting member is to be placed by the gas-
ejecting-member-moving mechanism such that a
gas-ejecting port of the gas-ejecting member is be-

3. The casting apparatus according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the gas-ejecting member is to be placed by
the gas-ejecting-member-moving mechanism such
that a gas-ejecting port of the gas-ejecting member
comes into contact with the metal melt residing in
the cup portion.

4. The casting apparatus according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, wherein the gas-ejecting member is a
tapered nozzle capable of being inserted into the tu-
bular portion.

5. The casting apparatus according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, wherein the pouring means enables a
stream of the pouring metal melt to move between
a position just above or near the tubular portion and
a position away from the tubular portion within a re-
gion of the cup portion.

6. The casting apparatus according to any one of
claims 1 to 5, wherein the cup portion extends in one
direction from the tubular portion.

7. The casting apparatus according to claim 6, wherein
the cup portion has a racetrack shape.

8. The casting apparatus according to claim 6 or 7,
wherein the cup portion becomes gradually shallower
as separating from the tubular portion.

9. A method for producing a casting comprises the
steps of:

pouring a metal melt by gravity into a gas-per-
meable casting mold (3) comprising a cavity (4) including a sprue (5) composed of a
tubular portion (5b) and a cup portion (5a) having
a larger diameter than that of the tubular portion
to receive the metal melt, a runner (6) constitut-
ing a flow path of the metal melt supplied through
the sprue, and a product-forming cavity (8) to be
filled with the metal melt sent through the runner;
a means (2) for pouring the metal melt into the
sprue by gravity;
a gas-blowing unit (1) comprising a gas-ejecting
member (1a) to be connected to the sprue; and a
mechanism (11) for moving the gas-ejecting
member;
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diameter than that of the tubular portion to re-
ceive the metal melt, a runner (6) constituting a
flow path of the metal melt supplied through the
sprue, and a product-forming cavity (8) to be
filled with the metal melt sent through the runner;
and then blowing a gas into the cavity of the gas-
permeable casting mold from a gas-ejecting
member (1a) of a gas-blowing unit (1), to fill the
product-forming cavity with the metal melt;
characterized in that
the gas-ejecting member is placed at a position
just above the tubular portion and not interfering
with gravity pouring of the metal melt, and
moved downward to the sprue for connection to
the tubular portion after gravity-pouring ends,
and in that
the method further comprises the step of con-
trolling the position of the gas-ejecting member
of the gas-blowing unit according to a surface
position of the metal melt residing in the sprue.

10. The method for producing a casting according to
claim 9, wherein the gas-ejecting member is placed
such that a gas-ejecting port of the gas-ejecting
member is below an upper edge of the cup portion.

11. The method for producing a casting according to
claim 9 or 10, wherein the gas-ejecting member is
placed such that a gas-ejecting port of the gas-eject-
ing member comes into contact with the metal melt
residing in the cup portion.

12. The method for producing a casting according to any
one of claims 9 to 11, further comprising the steps
of placing a stream of the metal melt poured from a
pouring means just above or near the tubular portion
at an early stage of a pouring step, and moving the
stream away therefrom within a region of the cup
portion at a late stage of the pouring step.

Patentansprüche

1. Gießvorrichtung zum Herstellen eines Gusses durch
Gießen einer Metallschmelze in eine gasdurchlässi-
ge Gussform (3) mittels der Schwerkraft, umfas-
send:
eine gasdurchlässige Gussform mit einem Hohl-
raum (4) mit einem Einguss (5) bestehend aus
einem Rohr-Abschnitt (5b) und einem Tassen-
Abschnitt (5a) mit einem größeren Durchmesser
als dem des Rohr-Abschnitts zum Empfangen
der Metallschmelze, einem Eingusskanal (6),
der einen Flusspfad für die durch den Einguss
zugeführte Metallschmelze darstellt, und einen
Produkt-bildenden Hohlraum (8), der mit der
durch den Eingusskanal beschickten Metall-
schmelze gefüllt wird;
Mittel (2) zum Eingießen der Metallschmelze in
den Einguss mittels der Schwerkraft;
eine Gas-Blas-Einheit (1) mit einem Gas-Aus-
stoß-Bauteil (1a), zur Verbindung mit dem Ein-
guss; und
einem Mechanismus (11) zum Bewegen des Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteils;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Gießvorrichtung ferner Mittel (100) zum Er-
fassen einer Oberfläche der in dem Einguss vor-
handenen Metallschmelze, und zum Ausgeben
des erfassten Signals beinhaltet; und Mittel zum
Steuern der Position des Gas-Ausstoß-Bau-
teils, die das von den Mitteln zum Erfassen der
Oberfläche der Schmelze ausgegebene Signal
empfangen, und den Mechanismus zum Bewe-
gen des Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteils entsprechend
dem Signal ansteuern,
wobei der Mechanismus zum Bewegen des Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteils dazu ausgebildet ist, das
Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteil in eine Position knapp
oberhalb des Rohr-Abschnitts zu bewegen und
bewegen, und die Gas-Blas-Einheit zum Einblasen eines Ga-
ses zum Füllen des Produkt-bildenden Hohl-
aus der Metallschmelze dient.

2. Gießvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das Gas-
Ausstoß-Bauteil derart an dem Mechanismus zum
Bewegen des Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteils angeordnet
wird, dass eine Gas-Ausstoß-Öffnung des Gas-Aus-
stoß-Bauteils sich unterhalb einer Oberkante des
Tassen-Abschnitts befindet.

3. Gießvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
das Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteil derart an dem Mechanis-
mus zum Bewegen des Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteils an-
geordnet wird, dass eine Gas-Ausstoß-Öffnung des
Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteils mit der in dem Tassen-Ab-
schnitt befindlichen Metallschmelze in Kontakt
kommt.

4. Gießvorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
3, wobei das Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteil eine verjüngte
Düse ist, die dazu ausgebildet ist, in den Rohr-
Abschnitt eingesetzt zu werden.

5. Gießvorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
4, wobei die Mittel zum Eingießen gestatten, dass
ein Strom der eingegossenen Metallschmelze sich
zwischen einer Position knapp oberhalb des Rohr-
Abschnitts und einer Position entfernt von dem Rohr-
Abschnitt innerhalb des Bereichs des Tassen-Ab-
schnitts bewegt.
6. Gießvorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei sich der Tassen-Abschnitt von dem Rohr-Abschnitt in eine Richtung erstreckt.

7. Gießvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 6, wobei der Tassen-Abschnitt eine ovale Gestalt aufweist.


9. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Gusses, mit den Schritten:

   Eingießen einer Metallschmelze mittels der Schwerkraft in eine gasdurchlässige Gussform (3) mit einem Hohlraum (4) mit einem Einguss (5) bestehend aus einem Rohr-Abschnitt (5b) und einem Tassen-Abschnitt (5a) mit einem größeren Durchmesser als dem des Rohr-Abschnitts zum Empfang der Metallschmelze, einem Eingusskanal (6), der einen Flusspfad für die durch den Einguss zugeführte Metallschmelze darstellt, und einen Produkt-bildenden Hohlraum (8), der mit der durch den Eingusskanal beschickten Metallschmelze gefüllt wird; und dann Einblasen eines Gases in den Hohlraum der gasdurchlässigen Gussform aus einem Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteil (1a) einer Gas-Blas-Einheit (1), um den Produkt-bildenden Hohlraum mit der Metallschmelze zu füllen;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

das Gas-Ausstoß-Bauteil an einer Position knapp oberhalb des Rohr-Abschnitts und ohne Beeinträchtigung des mittels der Schwerkraft erfolgenden Eingießens der Metallschmelze erfolgt, und nach dem Beenden des Eingießens mittels der Schwerkraft zum Verbinden mit dem Rohrabschnitt abwärts zum Einguss bewegt wird, und dadurch, dass


Revendications

1. Appareil de coulée pour produire une pièce coulée en versant par gravité un bain de métal dans un moule de coulée perméable aux gaz (3), comprenant :

   un moule de coulée perméable aux gaz comprenant une cavité (4) incluant une carotte (5) composée d’une partie tubulaire (5b) et d’une partie de cuvette (5a) ayant un diamètre plus grand que celui de la par-tie tubulaire pour recevoir le bain de métal, un canal de coulée (6) constituant un chemin d’écoulement du bain de métal fourni à travers la carotte, et une ca-va-tie de formage de produit (8) à remplir avec le bain de métal à travers le canal de coulée ;
   des moyens (2) pour verser par gravité le bain de métal dans la carotte ;
   une unité de soufflage de gaz (1) comprenant un organe d’éjection de gaz (1a) à relier à la carotte ;
   et un mécanisme (11) pour déplacer l’organe d’éjection de gaz ;

   caractérisé en ce que

   l’appareil de coulée comprend en outre des moyens (100) pour détecter une surface du bain de métal résidant dans la carotte, et transmettre le signal détecté ; et des moyens de commande de position d’organe d’éjection de gaz pour recevoir le signal transmis à partir des moyens de détection de surface de bain, et entraîner le mécanisme de déplacement d’organe d’éjection de gaz pour déplacer l’organe d’éjection de gaz en fonction du signal.

   le mécanisme de déplacement d’organe d’éjection de gaz étant capable de placer l’organe d’éjection de gaz à une position juste au-dessus de la partie tubulaire et n’interférant pas avec le versage par gravité du bain de métal, et le déplacer vers le bas pour un raccordement à la partie tubulaire ; et

   l’unité de soufflage de gaz étant destinée à soufler un gaz pour remplir la cavité de formage de produit avec le bain de métal.

2. Appareil de coulée selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’organe d’éjection de gaz doit être placé par
le mécanisme de déplacement d’organe d’éjection de gaz de telle sorte qu’un orifice d’éjection de gaz de l’organe d’éjection de gaz soit sous un bord supérieur de la partie de cuvette.

3. Appareil de coulée selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’organe d’éjection de gaz doit être placé par le mécanisme de déplacement d’organe d’éjection de gaz de telle sorte qu’un orifice d’éjection de gaz de l’organe d’éjection de gaz vienne en contact avec le bain de métal résidant dans la par-tie de cuvette.

4. Appareil de coulée selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel l’organe d’éjection de gaz est une buse conique capable d’être insérée dans la partie tubulaire.

5. Appareil de coulée selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel les moyens de versage permettent à un flux du bain de métal de versage de se déplacer entre une position juste au-dessus ou près de la partie tubulaire et une position écartée de la partie tubulaire à l’intérieur d’une zone de la partie de cuvette.

6. Appareil de coulée selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel la partie de cuvette s’étend dans une direction à partir de la partie tubulaire.

7. Appareil de coulée selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la partie de cuvette a une forme de circuit.

8. Appareil de coulée selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans lequel la partie de cuvette devient graduellement moins profonde en se séparant de la partie tubulaire.

9. Procédé pour produire une pièce coulée comprenant les étapes de :

   verser par gravité un bain de métal dans un moule de coulée perméable aux gaz (3) comprenant une cavité (4) incluant une carotte (5) composée d’une partie tubulaire (5b) et d’une partie de cuvette (5a) ayant un diamètre plus grand que celui de la partie tubulaire pour recevoir le bain de métal, un canal de coulée (6) constituant un chemin d’écoulement du bain de métal fourni à travers le canal de coulée, et une cavité de formage de produit (8) à remplir avec le bain de métal envoyé à travers la carotte ; et ensuite souffler un gaz dans la cavité du moule de coulée perméable aux gaz à partir d’un organe d’éjection de gaz (1a) d’une unité de soufflage de gaz (1), pour remplir la cavité de formage de produit avec le bain de métal ;

   caractérisé en ce que

   l’organe d’éjection de gaz est placé à une position juste au-dessus de la partie tubulaire et n’interférant pas avec le versage par gravité du bain de métal, et déplacé vers le bas jusqu’à la carotte pour un raccordement à la partie tubulaire après la fin du versage par gravité, et en ce que le procédé comprend en outre l’étape de commander la position de l’organe d’éjection de gaz de l’unité de soufflage de gaz en fonction d’une position de surface du bain de métal résidant dans la carotte.

10. Procédé pour produire une pièce coulée selon la revendication 9, dans lequel l’organe d’éjection de gaz est placé de telle sorte qu’un orifice d’éjection de gaz de l’organe d’éjection de gaz soit sous un bord supérieur de la partie de cuvette.

11. Procédé pour produire une pièce coulée selon la revendication 9 ou 10, dans lequel l’organe d’éjection de gaz est placé de telle sorte qu’un orifice d’éjection de gaz de l’organe d’éjection de gaz vienne en contact avec le bain de métal résidant dans la partie de cuvette.

12. Procédé pour produire une pièce coulée selon l’une quelconque des revendications 9 à 11, comprenant en outre les étapes de placer un flux du bain de métal versé à partir de moyens de versage juste au-dessus ou près de la partie tubulaire à un stade pré-coce d’une étape de versage, et écarter le flux de celle-ci à l’intérieur d’une zone de la partie de cuvette à un stade ultérieur de l’étape de versage.
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